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 Introduction      
 
 
      My name is Stuart Collins. I’m an artistic all-rounder, who depends on creativity to get unexpected 
results. My main focus is video, which draws on many art forms - including photography. And I’m 
engrossed in learning software and that can make me rather reclusive. But I’m delighted to be here 
tonight, judging your marvellous creative offerings. 
      Tonight celebrates what you have to offer, and I’ll do my best to understand where you are coming 
from and make comments from that position. So my suggestions, hopefully, acknowledge your own 
vision and what could further that - rather than simply expressing my own preconceptions without 
intuiting what you are trying to say. 
      As I understand it, there are three sorts of creativity and they’re equally valid. One works within a 
traditional approach but adds flair to the outcome. One thinks outside of the square and reassesses 
the familiar from an unexpected point of view. And the third kind doesn’t apparently know what it’s 
doing but acts “in the zone”. Through a spontaneous gesture, the artist is as much surprised by the 
outcome as the audience. And only understands what she or he does after the event. 
      Regarding my own work, I use Photoshop but not Lightroom, with a Mac computer. I often apply 
selections to correct images with the Polygon Selection Tool - clicking and dragging the mouse to 
make a self- enclosed region. Within an isolated region - or ‘selection’ - adjustments and filters affect 
that part of the picture alone. By cherry-picking areas of the image, one at a time, we gradually 
improve the photograph. I only say this to clarify what my advice means to those unfamiliar with this 
way of working. 
      Now let’s examine these fascinating photographs! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



B Grade Set Subject 
 
 
Light Fantastic              Honours 
 
 
Light fantastic shows us that fantastic things can happen with light. A glass lens of sorts is held before 
the camera, in a corridor of banded illumination. Colours and geometry have immediate appeal but 
much of the creativity is in the idea itself, which is unexpected. When we look closely at the glass 
image we see an inverted passageway behind and two people at the far end. It’s strange to have a 
camera aimed at a piece of glass which, in turn, behaves like a camera lens that inverts an image. The 
upside-down figures in the glass are two men that face away from us. The one in pale clothing appears 
to be holding something before the face of the other. This impression is caused - perhaps accidentally 
– by a small reddish lump over the other man’s shoulder. One could imagine the glass being held by 
one man while the darker man is the photographer of the photo we have here. But this cannot be. It’s a 
coincidence. The cradling of the orb in a pink-illuminated hand, encircled by polygons of coloured 
fluorescent light, has an iconic but restful quality. Colours against black have added intensity and offer 
strong graphic design. Out of focus neon polygons appear to press forward while repeated shapes in 
the glass recede. Tension evoked by paradoxical space - foreground receding and background 
advancing - is effective in conjuring a sense of mystery. The green glow on the passageway floor fades 
beautifully into blue, and this offsets what would otherwise be an overly dominant pink. The glow 
beneath the hand has an elevating effect. The only change I would consider is making a selection 
around the background figures in the glass, raising exposure to make them slightly more obvious. 
 
 
 
  



A Grade Set Subject 
 

Bon Appétit             Honours 
 
 
 
A marvellous photo like this suggests much while leaving more to the imagination. A fork rests on a 
white tablecloth, with a daisy flower stalk attached to it. The creativity comes from just-so minimal 
design where the subject matter is surreal, with ironic overtones of etiquette gone wrong. The white 
framing, with a crisp black outline, suits perfectly. The textured surface of the mount board 
harmonizes with the patterning on the tablecloth. The white background is slyly energized with 
pictorial tension, created by rigid verticals offset by wonky lineation. The inverted fork, aimed at the 
viewer and observed at close range, has the menace of a pitchfork - although the tips are mercifully 
blunted. Murky green reflections off the metal chime awkwardly with the green stem and pink petals 
of the daisy - and even the orange-yellow centre of the daisy. The askew nature of these colours 
achieves an uncertain equilibrium. Reflections of petals have a shattering effect. There is an uneven 
patterning of composite flowers on the central disc of the daisy, looking worse for wear. Flowers are 
usually presented in a vase but there is an uncouth lassoing of the fork. Naturally it’s staged for the 
camera but conveys refinement in the absence of practicality. The out-of-focus handle of the fork is 
reminiscent of smoke. The smoky outline ascends like wood smoke from a chimney. Are the 
aspirations of the middle class nothing but a smoke dream? The white tablecloth indicates a wedding. 
Bride-to-be traditionally wore daisies in their hair in various European countries, and daisies 
symbolize the fertile rites of spring. But the daisy, severed from its parent plant, is trussed upon an 
eating utensil. This warns us the daisy - and all it represents - is the meal. Could our bride be a dainty 
dish to set before the groom? The needlework of stem and leaves upon the tablecloth infer the whole 
arrangement is a “stitch up”. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
 
Buckets!               Highly Commended 
 
 
The creativity comes from a painterly use of a software filter. The image celebrates the joys of getting 
one’s hands dirty in the garden. It exudes warmth and relaxed domesticity, relating to that little piece 
of heaven we call “the backyard”. The filter simplifies the pixel field into granulated blocks of colour, 
providing a festive atmosphere. Impressionistic patches of primula flower appear to almost rustle in 
the breeze. Circular shapes add wonky rhythm to the composition while the tree trunk gives 
important anchorage. There is an artful balance between a plaque on the left (that may read ‘Garden 
of Serenity’) and a product label in the pink bucket. The various buckets hold gardening utensils. The 
tree trunk has alluring texture, but a patch of what may be rot at the base suggests dampness is 
trapped behind the primula pot, causing a weathering effect to the tree’s bark. We see a trellis on the 
far left. Scattered petals lie on the hard ground, further enhancing the tactile quality of the image. The 
photograph achieves asymmetrical balance. The quiet slap-dash appearance of the photo is well 
matched by the title: ‘Buckets!’ That is, if you want to carry stuff around in the yard shove it in a 
bucket. The image is very enjoyable, but there is a slight change that could work to advantage. The 
green that mingles into grey brown, at top right, may echo the greens at the top and on the left. But 
this indecisive and slightly sludgy tone can be altered to low saturation golden brown, using Selective 
Color in this region. Drawing attention to the earthiness of soil, the delightfully grubby nature of 
gardening work would become more obvious. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
 



Castle in the Sky              Merit 
 
I assume this is Castlepoint Lighthouse. Perhaps the photographer has taken a slow shutter speed 
image with a tripod, and - towards the end of the exposure -tilted the camera to create a double-image 
effect. So we have a ghostly imprint of the lighthouse and hillside in the sky. This tilting action has 
caused blurring on the right and fogs the far left side. A vertiginous effect is well complimented by the 
angling of clouds. Again, the diagonal line of clouds is deftly repeated by the angulation of the trail 
leading up to the lighthouse. These diagonals are anchored by the central vertical shaft of the 
lighthouse, giving solidity to the composition. The folding clouds and wiggly silhouette of land have a 
rhythmic quality, while the central position of the lighthouse - and its emphatic illumination - locks 
everything in perspective. It’s easy to make out people on the trail, and it’s fair to say we have a tourist 
postcard view - with a difference. Golden slumbers of late afternoon have a warm tonal quality. A 
small plume of white appears bottom right, which could be waves breaking upon the rock platform. 
But the isolated white patch is an anomaly, and we have an evocative image that hasn’t quite achieved 
resolution. One way around this is to make a selection around the ghost imprint of the lighthouse, and 
bring that out more. And elevate exposure in parts of the shadowed region, bottom right, to 
emphasize the rugged rockface. Perhaps we could brighten the rock platform where the isolated wave 
is found, weaving that pictorial feature into the composition. Or even emphasize - with a soft feather 
selection – lineation in the sky at top right to link with the phantom line of the lighthouse imprint, 
creating the illusion that some divine force radiates its spendour from above. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Clash of the Titans                 Merit 
 
The title ‘Clash of the Titans’ reminds me of two corny American fantasy films - both called ‘Clash of 
the Titans’ and referring to Greek mythology.  The use of models in this photo is also reminiscent of 
Godzilla movies, where the monsters were models (or actors in monster suits!). Ray Harryhausen also 
did special effects for ‘drive-in’ movies where pixilated creatures were constructed of plasticine. Using 
plastic models to tell a story is so commonplace that a photograph like this - staging a battle between 
two toy dinosaurs - invites a label often used by movie critics: the word ‘trope’. A trope refers to “a 
commonly used or repetitive theme”. The repetitive theme of massive, violent animals battling it out 
in a primeval landscape is familiar to everyone, but doesn’t outstay its welcome. Toys are obviously 
not what they represent. The staging of toys is overt make-believe while allowing the scene to become 
its own reality. The photo is emotionally and culturally true, rather than literally true, and allows 
plenty of scope for our imagination. Like what happens when a child plays with a toy or doll, these 
plastic objects are ensouled by mysterious forces emanating from within ourselves. Hence much of 
the creativity in this image proceeds from the viewer. A sky layer has been inserted as a backdrop. A 
water layer appears superimposed over the horizontal rocky surface layer. Everything is roughly 
symmetrical. The photograph has its own built-in obsolescence, where an entertaining joke is 
immediately understood - then becomes weary after a short while and needs a nice lie down where 
the predators can’t get to it. Any suggestions? Perhaps it would help to make highlights in T-Rex’s face 
more visible. Some spattering of tomato sauce wouldn’t go amiss either. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Face With In                 Merit 
 
We have a face appearing through the texture of driftwood. One method to achieve this is by making a 
selection and using Color Range in a programme like Photoshop. You choose a colour in the wood with 
the eyedropper tool option, then hit delete. Through mottled transparency a human face, on the layer 
beneath, appears from behind. There’s a gradient layer as well, with a tonal shift from almost black to 
reddish brown. These colours nicely compliment the wood. Now the driftwood has been altered by 
selections with a small feather, creating a severe outline. Upon closer inspection, a bluish edge is 



apparent - perhaps revealing the original shadowed part of the photo. A large feather, applied to the 
selection, would give a more natural look and cause that blue line to disappear. Some textured areas of 
transparency can be found in other parts of driftwood, and black peeks through these holes. Black 
areas may be formed by reducing exposure inside selections on the gradient layer. The photograph 
suggests a tree spirit occupies the driftwood. He doesn’t mind being all washed up. An orange glow in 
the face harmonizes well with the surrounding reddish colour. The subtext - the underlying meaning - 
is about resilience. No matter what harsh setbacks we endure one carries on regardless with a smile 
on our face. The subject has overt ‘red eye’, so a flash has been used. Does this detail benefit the image 
as a whole? Perhaps not… However, spotlighting of the pupil - caused by the flash - is not easy to hide. 
Although the photograph is pleasing it has ingredients that don’t quite work as a team. Perhaps we 
could replace the face layer in this composite image with another face, not captured with flash, 
bringing pictorial elements together into a sublime whole - one that is greater than the sum of its 
parts. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
 
Griseus Grasshopper              Highly Commended 
 
The creativity here is applying a textured filter to a photo of a grasshopper from Northern Tanzania, 
to create a suitably ominous effect. The weathered appearance implies something is wrong. 
Humankind has learnt to fear grasshoppers because, when it’s dry, they can infest and ravage the 
countryside. The surface texture looks like it’s eaten away. The orange horizontal grass stem, sloping 
down to the right, implies the animal has weight - emphasizing its physical presence. The central 
positioning of the subject and the horizontal band of orange solidify the composition. That elliptical 
eye is echoed by an out-of-focus circular shape at centre above, and other globular shapes on the left. 
These various shapes indicate gradual disintegration of a solid form - the elliptical eye - reinforcing an 
atmosphere of menacing decay. To develop this photo further - as an ominous portrait of a voracious 
insect - perhaps we can emphasize the three-dimensional appearance of the grasshopper. Using a 
selection around the insect, one applies Levels or Curves to sharpen foreground details before adding 
slight saturation and marginally elevating exposure. These adjustments could make the animal more 
threateningly ‘real’. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Heavy Metal                      Highly Commended 
 
This creative image takes wild liberties with the original photograph to arrive at a beautifully textured 
result. Peering through a magnifying glass, I discover the word ‘Bandits’ in various places. I suppose 
we have the chassis of a motorbike in radically altered form. Graphic synthesizer software has been 
used on the source image, adding preset effects to the original photograph - and the result is rather 
complex. For example, kaleidoscopic treatment of the image is apparent. The problem with software 
that applies preset effects to the original photo is the outcome is swayed by software programming. 
And to assert one’s individuality, creative decisions should be made leading to something more than a 
prefabricated result. You see, the more we interact with the programme - asserting our own decisions 
- the more we can ‘own’ the result. How much of this image proceeds from the photographer and how 
much from the software programmer is hard to say. One can only assess it on its own terms. A 
textured image can easily lose pictorial balance. In this case, luscious illumination on the left attracts 
too much attention. To offer a counterweight, a selection on the right side may assist, with a large 
feather to disguise the edge - and then elevate exposure. And by raising exposure along the bottom the 
composition would be more balanced. Serrated spikes in that location would then be thrust into the 
foreground - especially if sharpened through Levels adjustment. This would create an evocative three-
dimensional look. Drawing attention to these steeple shapes can infer a quirky religiosity towards 
motorbikes. Even so, the photograph - as it stands - is very appealing. 

_______________________________________________ 



 
Pond Reeds                        Merit 
 
This experimental image shows a creative use of the zoom when taking a photograph. It’s probably a 
hand-held shot on slow shutter speed, zooming towards (or away from) the subject while the shot is 
fired. The result is a soft downy texture with a strange cavity appearing in pond reeds on the far right. 
Although most information appears at far right it doesn’t compromise the composition, because 
seemingly empty space on the opposite side is energized with a fabric of downy streaks - and two 
pronounced white lines over there help correct the balance. A curvature of dark blue adds a subtle 
third dimension. Black diagonal lines draw the eye towards the centre of the pond reeds, but are 
sufficiently disorganized to not have undue hold over our attention - granting us liberty to enjoy other 
parts of the picture. The effect is feathery, like a strange cloudscape. The image is quite good at playing 
on the imagination in a variety of ways, becoming a Rorschach of sorts that mirrors our inclinations 
and fluctuating moods. Even so, one could be tempted to rework the design at closer magnification 
with the Spot Removal Brush or Clone Stamp Tool, shaping branching structures in a more evocative 
way. But the image works nicely just the way it is. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Silver Ferns                      Highly Commended 
 
This is a creative image with the same name as New Zealand’s netball team. Perhaps there is a sly hint 
what we see is a basket of fernery - something for the team to aim for!  There is no image that 
symbolizes New Zealand forest more than a fern. The stark monochrome look reminds us of the All 
Blacks. The photo shouts, “New Zealand!” The image might have been put through software applying a 
kaleidoscopic filter to create this design, but has probably been assembled through layers. The 
foreground fern could be the same image, on four layers, flipped back to front or turned around to 
make the dominant design. And the background could be a composite of other foliage and fernery 
photos treated in a similar fashion. The photo is appealing and well conceived, with a lovely tonal 
allure. Background details are suitably bright to harmonize with the foreground. There is a bewitching 
atmosphere that could be enhanced by deceiving the eye into perceiving deep recession in space.  One 
could marginally raise exposure with the prominent ferns, perceptually drawing them closer towards 
us. Then do the same with some background areas. These changes involve selections, with a large 
feather to soften the edge. Because lighter parts will appear to press forward and darker parts will 
remain tucked away in the shadows, one can strengthen the illusion of a mysterious third dimension - 
while making it look like fernery reaches out of darkness to engulf the viewer. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Skull Fire                    Highly Commended 
 
This creative photo holds lots of surprises. It reminds us of imagery associated with tattoo studios, 
heavy metal bands and the like. There is a playful suggestion of satanic forces at work, which is fun. 
Observed from a distance, the photograph conjures the impression of a skull spirit approaching out of 
darkness through a ring of fire. Viewed further away, the beautifully carved skull has irregular eyes 
staring hypnotically at the viewer. An oblique shadow at top right suggests a damaged and contorted 
nature. Although this is a trick of light and shadow, a sly malevolence whispers in our subconscious. 
At closer range, two indentations above the snout form another pair of eyes. In true Dali fashion we 
can only observe one facial illusion at a time - not both at once. The ring of fire is the same repeated 
photograph, contorted by Transform tools in a programme like Photoshop. Upon closer examination 
burning skulls lurk within a nest of flames. The iconic presence of the image seeks to occupy the very 
space of the room. Perhaps one could help it achieve this goal by enlarging the skull to make its 
presence more ominous. Then lighten that shadow inside the dark indentation to create a fascinating 
cave, and do the same with eye-like cavities above the snout. Carved plant design upon a skull serves 
as a visual metaphor for cycles of death and renewal present in nature - and forms a marriage of sorts 



with the dancing flames. Again, bonfires were commonly used in so-called “pagan rituals” at winter 
solstice to encourage a bountiful harvest. Christianity demonized these practices, reinventing them as 
a source of evil. On many levels the photograph is very effective - but can be developed even further 
still. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
St Bathans                           Highly Commended 
 
St Bathans is a former gold and coal-mining town in the Otago region. Here we have St Bathans Blue 
Lake - an old mining pit. It offers wonderful reflections of Toi Toi and hillside, composed of Mudstone 
and Greywacke Gravel. St Bathans is a great spot for finding Miocene fossils – from five to twenty 
three million years ago. We assume the photo was taken in the winter, as the trees up the central gully 
are bare, with beautiful reddish tips on their branches. The mirror reflection in the water is ruffled by 
wind, giving a coarse texture. An Oil Paint filter, I gather, has been lightly applied over the whole 
image. This provides an uncanny wrinkled appearance to the top half, works well with reflections of 
Toi Toi and grasses beneath, but tends to have a blurring effect over other reflections. Although the 
photo is immediately pleasing, with an alluring tonal range, perhaps one could raise exposure slightly 
for the hillside reflections. And also brighten the gully trees - along with their reflections - using Levels 
to sharpen the details slightly. This could emphasize the graphic impact of the image as a whole. Even 
so, the upper area has meticulously captured the folding strata of rock, vegetation and the mysterious 
presence of that gully - along with a tantalizing glimpse of a fence-line, letting us know there’s a 
hidden trail behind. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Summer Colours                 Merit 
 
This is an alluring abstract creative photograph, with a warm summery glow. Perhaps we have curtain 
drapery processed through an Oil Paint filter, and that soft texture could be emphasized by an out-of-
focus image of a curtain. Much of the mystique comes from rhythmic undulations of vertical lines and 
subtle bleeds of colour - forming a mirage-like colour field. The bluish vertical region, I assume, is an 
opening in the curtain where a faint yellow mist suggests golden slumbers of late afternoon. As the 
colour palette is constrained cream tones, murky blue and yellows press forward while there’s a 
recession into greens, browns and dark grey. The eye is drawn to a dark green cavity on the left, 
where most visual information is found. Standing further back from the photograph the left side 
dominates, as undulations and tonal shifts at far left stand out. One way to restoring the balance is to 
alter the blue colour at right so it becomes more eye-catching. Colours are not only perceived for what 
they are, but gain expressive force from those surrounding them - and the most exciting visual fields 
have adjacent colours cleaving apart in a state of excitable imbalance. Such a mismatch can lead to a 
wondrous effect, impossible to describe. In other words, a slightly ‘wrong’ blue may help bring the 
composition together as one. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
The Journey                               Highly Commended 
 
This is a fascinating creative photo of a woman riding a horse along the beach, with her faithful dog for 
company. It has a narrow palette of yellow and orange tones and this has a cohesive effect. Stark 
contrast and grainy texture, with notable drop-out in the outline of woman and horse, is equally 
effective - inferring these travellers are so in tune with their environment that they literally melt into 
their surroundings. Curiously, although the tyre tracks are man-made, they somehow appear to be 
part of the natural order of things. Symbolically, this infers humankind - along with our inventions -is 
embedded in the slipstream of existence. The positioning of the dog has symbolic meaning, as it 
appears right in the centre of the cast shadow caused by the low angle of the sun. This link between 
the dog and horse shadow infers a well-attuned bond between the woman and her dog. Hoof prints 



and tyre tracks are made by different means of transportation - one more ancient in our cultural 
habits than the other. These lines intersect in opposing directions suggesting the travellers are going 
against the trend of modern technology, continuing time-honoured traditions of the past. At close 
range the vignette looks effective, with the characters in this story occupying a self-enclosed world. 
Observed from further away, that vignette becomes too dominant. The problem could be solved by 
raising exposure along some lighter streaks of sand. As a result the landscape would be more 
expansive and even float above the vignette - further emphasizing a dream-like time capsule quality 
already evident in this photograph. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
The Trip                         Merit 
 
This is a pleasantly bright solarized creative image, looking upward - perhaps from the window of a 
car - at palms and tree foliage. At centre we observe a Washington Palm, and probably another tree 
trunk of the same variety next to it. There’s a Date Palm below. Both these trees are commonplace in 
California, which suits the title:‘The Trip’. There’s a cult classic film called ‘The Trip’, directed by Roger 
Corman and written by Jack Nicholson, where Peter Fonda lurches around - high on LSD. Okay, let’s 
assume the photo refers to the mind-altering effect of some hallucinogenic compound. Does it act like 
Scottie on the Starship Enterprise, beaming us up to another level? That would be good but there’s a 
complicating factor. The arresting action is caused by solid triangular lines focusing our attention in a 
restricted space. The photo has the foundations of something special but needs encouragement. I 
make out a phantom blue face with a plumed eye (indicated by palm foliage at top), a nose at centre 
left, an ear at top right and a mouth below it. Perhaps we could reduce that triangulation of tree 
trunks with desaturated colours so the likeness of a face in profile can really come forward. To permit 
the spaceship of our sensibility to engage in liftoff we must have the bonfire of primal experience as 
rocket fuel. Discordant colour combinations help, along with darker tones exuding a mystical quality. 
Tertiary colours react brilliantly with secondary colours if there’s a jarring confluence. Only through 
experimentation can we hit upon a sufficiently volatile fuel mix of colours - something that blows us 
way off the charts, light years from our comfort zone. 
 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Turbulent Waves                       Highly Commended 
 
This photo has excellent tonal range - with a narrow palette of greyish blues, golden browns and 
cloudy white highlights. The grey-blue mount board harmonizes beautifully with the overall colour 
scheme, while the long rectangular shape of the photograph is expansive offering an immersive 
experience. The shot may be a slow shutter speed lasting several seconds. The camera appears to be 
elevated diagonally at the very end to form a double image - with a texture of fine lines. The timing of 
this camera shift is well judged, as we note sharp detail on the foreground wave - adding vital realism. 
It’s hard to tell if the bird was in the original shot or included as a foreground layer, to add interest 
and evocative power. The bird really does look thrust aside by primeval forces of nature. The tip of the 
foreground wave has a marvellous translucent crest and the glassy sheen of the wave draws our eye 
to the right. The tilting of the bird’s wing downward establishes a visual link with the dark wave 
below and these details also draw our attention to the right. Glowing diagonal lines of sea spray, on 
the opposite side, are attractive but don’t hold our attention long. Our attention keeps pulling in the 
other direction. To achieve balance perhaps we should rework the large wave on the left, darkening 
the crest. This can be done with a large feather selection and applying Dehaze with the Camera Raw 
filter before sharpening the area with Curves. A more prominent wave here would visually connect 
with the dark wave at centre, balancing the composition as a whole. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
 



 
Twas a Dark and Stormy Night                             Merit 
 
This is an amusing creative photo that has Halloween written all over it. The archetype of a witch 
flying on a broomstick owes a lot to American merchandising and, oddly enough, is influenced by the 
Salem Witch Trials. During that awful crisis many were accused of witchcraft and twenty innocents 
lost their lives. The persecution of witches, in both Europe and America, inspired feelings of dread - 
not only towards so-called “witches” but also towards witch-hunters. The clothing you see here - 
pointed black hat and cape - represents the Puritan witch-hunter in disguise. So our archetype of the 
wicked witch is a package deal. Regarding the photo, a cutout shape of witch, cat and broomstick has 
rough edges where some cutting tool has been less than exact. It hardly matters as the visual joke is 
plain artifice. The idea that witches are in league with Satan is playfully expressed by an attribute 
shared by both witch and her partner in nefarious activity - the black cat. They both have yellow eyes. 
Yellow is tastefully repeated in the colour of lightning, on the broomstick and on some cloud. It 
implies that sickly glow wafting up from the realm of brimstone. Superstition advises us the soul of a 
witch can enter her cat and, through this creature, inflict harm upon others. So it’s hardly surprising 
we have a close bond between witch and feline companion. The cat poses like a comical figurehead, 
taking pride of place on the broom handle. Stormy sky has a beautiful fractal texture. The broom 
virtually touches the frame at bottom left, stalling everything in mid-air. A tidy composition 
domesticates the scene while traces of mist serve as a token attempt at realism. The photo presents an 
archetype of a witch but lacks spirit. That is surely tempting fate. To give this dire exponent of the 
black arts her due (so you don’t get the evil eye) at least some abrasive cackling on the wind is called 
for. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Virus                       Honours 
 
This image has been processed by graphic synthesizer software, modifying the photo through a series 
of presets. I’m not sure what software was used or how much opportunity it allows us to guide and 
shape the outcome. But the image ought be assessed on its own merits. Examining the photo through 
a magnifying glass I observe, in contorted form, the words ‘Time Defrost’, ‘Start’ and ‘Stop’. No doubt 
we have an image of a microwave oven - beautifully balanced with a sumptuous tonal range. The title 
is apt as the patterning suggests biological machinery - where tentacles of influence spill outward 
along gridlines, engulfing everything. The golden area at upper centre dissipates towards the left. This 
effect is counterpointed by an equally eye-catching lilac colour, arrowing downwards and to the right. 
The highlighted areas, along with luminous green and smaller red shapes, energize a background 
region of ominous brown. Through a chain reaction of one colour field impacting upon the next, the 
photograph arrives at an unsteady but compelling equilibrium. The curious globular design, an askew 
lattice of horizontals and verticals and the overall symmetrical appearance provide cohesion. Such 
repeating patterns of mutated shape imply the action of DNA, harnessed to a nefarious purpose. The 
original subject matter - a microwave oven - somehow makes sense when you consider viruses are 
machine-like, have a ‘radiating’ growth pattern and are brutally, yet surreptitiously, efficient. The 
photo works well under varying light conditions and at any distance. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Walkers in the Park                  Merit 
 
I guess this creative photo is a composite of three images. We have two people in the far distance who 
appear quite sharp, but the surrounding trees are textural and muted in comparison. The leaf litter is 
golden, indicating autumn. A slightly curved background area may be a third image, blending 
seamlessly with the foreground forest. Streaky trees and mottled leaves underscore a slow shutter 
speed, where the camera’s aim is jolted. A clear horizon makes me wonder if that area is another 
image still - photographed without camera shake. The two walkers are unnaturally small in relation to 
a horizon that appears to bears down upon them. Symbolically, the photo suggests the brute force of 



nature constraining humanity and threatening our very existence. The word ‘park’ has a double 
meaning. The lawn and forest we observe complies with one definition but when we park our car we 
leave it in a stationary spot. This alternate meaning involves going nowhere. If that’s the case, is the 
idea of progress an illusion? A vague sense things aren’t right is reinforced by wild blue colour streaks 
in tree trunks, resonating in queasy tones with rotting leaves and green foliage. The general effect is 
dystopian and perhaps the pandemic lockdown inspired the photograph. Despite many good elements 
our two walkers are stark anomalies and there’s a lack of pictorial cohesion. One way to deal with this 
is to isolate key details, applying Curves or Levels to sharpen them up. This could add eye-catching 
particulars to the mix and restore compositional balance - perhaps even develop the narrative. It 
would essentially say the same thing, but where those distant walkers are more emphatically 
surrounded by a menacing landscape. 

_______________________________________________ 
  



 

A Grade Open 

 
 
Porridge                                      Honours (my personal favourite) 
 
This Open entry could just as easily be a Creative offering. We have a bowl of porridge dumped over a 
bear’s head. Appearing indignant and alarmed, those raised arms and upright posture make the bear 
look like it’s caught ‘on Candid Camera’ straight after the incident. The effect is surreal because, at first 
glance, we assume a pet dog has ripped out the stuffing. Upon closer inspection we discover the hat is 
a bowl and that ‘stuffing’ is porridge. Even so, a part of our mind can’t accept the information and 
insists on observing a savaged bear. Alongside the bear we have marbles and an overturned toy 
automobile. Scattered marbles bring to mind the expression ‘losing one’s marbles’ and the upended 
car may indicate a collision. Perhaps our bear has spat the dummy and stuck the porridge over its own 
head. If that’s true, does our bear represent an angry child?  Polished wood-grain of the tabletop 
surface appears clinical and the bear is an anomaly in this unnatural environment. The close 
positioning of a shadowed wall is a barrier to freedom - a condition of imprisonment. The wall is 
disorientating, as bricks on the right are vertical where they ought to be horizontal. I guess the photo 
is a composite, and where that wall is a background layer tilted on its side. We have a topsy-turvy 
crisis where nothing adds up. A range of tactile surfaces and colours are beautifully captured by side 
lighting in a most peculiar visual joke that, on a deeper level, betrays an anxious state of mind. 

_______________________________________________ 
 
Pure New Zealand              Honours 
 
This is an effective landscape photograph. It has creative elements as well, applied subtly to enhance 
the mystique of the overall scene. The composition has good asymmetrical balance. The large boulder 
is well balanced by an iridescent cluster of leaves above. Epiphytes, garlanding branches at top right, 
are echoed by more of the same at top left. The slow shutter speed gives the water a marvellous glossy 
sheen - slight tinges of orange brown and lilac in the gushing water have an almost supernatural 
quality. As it encircles the boulders like apparitional smoke that stream appears to levitate upward. 
There’s a good blend of sharply defined tactile surfaces, and areas of pronounced darkness evoke 
mystery. The photographer has taken the shot in a just-so position, offering an excellent view 
upstream. What is revealed and what is obscured by branches and foliage places the viewer very 
much ‘in the scene’ - with numerous vanishing points to explore. If that’s not enough, tantalizing 
glimpses of foliage - along the sides - allow for an immersive experience of healthy forest expanding 
beyond the constraints of the frame. 

_______________________________________________ 
Te Apiti                            Merit 
 
This is the Te Apiti Wind Farm in Manawatu Gorge, between Ashhurst and Woodville. Although an 
Open entry, one can find creativity here that takes a conventional approach to landscape photography 
and adds flair to enhance the end result. The photo is beautifully textured. We can enjoy marvellous 
low-angled light where an interesting panorama is made more appealing - I guess - by raising 
exposure (and perhaps Saturation) with the green foreground. The eye is deftly drawn around the 
image, seeking out various points of interest. The trees at bottom left are rather nondescript. There’s a 
slight lilac tinge in the branches, which appears rather unnatural in a photo that realistically observes 
the New Zealand countryside. One would be tempted to make a selection here and reduce the 
magenta with Selective Color - then apply Camera Raw Filter to raise exposure while removing some 
shadow and sharpening up these branches. We could also use - once more with a soft feather - a 
Levels adjustment on the row of pine trees to remove shadow and sharpen details in that area as well. 
This could subtly enhance the three-dimensional quality of the image as a whole. The blue roadway 
may seem oversaturated but it’s evocative in appearance, and perhaps true to observation. All in all, 
what we have is a photo with plenty to offer but needs extra work to realize its full potential. 


